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Graüuate sLudentd in acience ana engineering, for example»pre-fer puzzles and are better at puzzle solving than students in other Ü^r.us. vcrv.ii E»iutlents prefer gaaies of chance and aesthetic activities to games of strategy and puzzles. Students who hold office in social organizations say they enjoy games of strategy more than other kinds of activity, and so on.
The Four Basic Lodes of Decision-naking i ---^--.---^-.
We have defined the four modes of decision-making as follows:
Puzzle-solving is the logical, systematic utilization of intellectual skills as means to reach desired ends. In puzzle-solving, th'.> probleir is defined in terms of a goal or goals and the possible course:
of action are considered. Each possible course of action is logicaMy judged in terms of its applicability to goal attainment, and a decisio may be made in favor of one, which is then pursued. If this decision proves faulty, or if there seems to be no reasonable alternative, the problem is reassessed, perhaps redefined, and either pursued anew or dropped. Techniques essertial to puzzle-solving are tha ability to scaron through a vide range of possible courses of action, to correct -!; evaluate data, and to carefully select and utilize the normative proscriptions which guide rational thinking. If puzzle-solving is a person's dominant mode of decision-making, he may define the whole environment as inanimate and susceptible to rational n^nipulaticn.
People may seem highly irrational to the puzzle-solver and he may seek to understand them through a logical analysis of their irrfc'-ionality. ** Puzzle-solving ec an intellectual activity, may be either acti\'j cr passive. The active aspect of puzzle-solving is purposeful action f ■> i the environment toward goal achievement. The passive aspect is the
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v/illingness to be swayed by the logical arguments of ot'iors. Item analysis included the computation of point biserial correlation coefficients for each response with each of four scale scores.
Items for which each response was correlated positively and significantly at the 1% level with its own total scale score ,and with none of the others, were retained in the inventory. All others were eliminated
The result was the 26 item inventory attached.
Administering the Inventory
The Inventory may be administered to individuals or large or small groups. Most people should complete it within ten minutes.
There is no need»however»for any time limit and the only thing that the administrator must emphasize is that one and only one response must be checked for each of the 26 iterrs. The cognitive styles measured are, after all, learned styles of thinkir and hence should be highly sensitive to differential socialization.
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We would predict, for instance, that American women would shov.' a higher mean score on the scale of chance-taking orientation than woul American men. We would also expect that mean scores on the scales of puzzle-solving and interaction orientation would be positively correlated with educational and social status, and that chance-taking and, perhaps evaluation orientations would be negatively correlated wit education and social status. Furthermore, we are reasonably convinced that evaluation orientation will vary inversely with age simply because younger people seem-to be more judgmental than older people.
Finally, the descriptions of the patterns listed below constir tute hypotheses,not findings. They refer to deviations within populations, not absolutes, and they require clinical validation. . High predilections for chance-taking and interaction; aversion for puzzle-solving.
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A. PATTERNS WITH HIGH PREDILECTION FOR PUZZLE-SOLVING
In this pattern the dependency of those whw combine chance-taking and interactional styles is modified by normal development of evaluative skills. This person does not trust his abilitier.
as a rational thinker but his abilities to get along with others, to take life as it comes, and to evaluate adequately carry him along. The study will be conducted by Mr. David Wirschem. The third study will compare differences in cognitive style between university students in southern India with those of university students in the United
States.
The most important and direct validation, however, must await 
